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Title word cross-reference

$(x'x)^{-1}$ [367]. $2 \times 2$ [159, 376]. $2 \times 2 \times K$
[667]. $2 \times J \times K$ [667]. $(R)$ [656]. $X^2$
[112, 412, 416, 417, 713]. $F$
[635, 663, 456, 619, 129, 285], $G$
[635, 663, 456]. $I$ [604]. $K$ [194, 30]. $L$
[562, 686]. $m$ [370]. $M/E$ [505, 135, 413, 660]. $S$
[435]. $T$ [436, 107, 263, 769, 437, 2, 619, 27, 8, 709,
203, 31, 542, 10]. $U$ [342]. $W$
[225, 239, 311, 299, 529]. $x$ [278]. $X^2$ [607].

*Jr [182, 381].

- [635, 663, 456, 8]. -Distribution [437, 2].
- Means [194, 30]. -Projections [604].
- Related [129]. -sphere [370]. -Test [203].

- The [321].

1.1 [632]. 100 [13, 138]. 106 [417, 14]. 108
[26, 562, 15]. 112 [17, 504, 139]. 122
[18, 191]. 125 [193, 20]. 126 [21, 220]. 127
139 [32, 90, 137]. 141 [195, 33]. 146 [62].
[112, 417]. 156 [113]. 157 [133]. 158 [134].
159 [135]. 16 [564, 5, 16]. 160 [136]. 161
[159]. 162 [361, 161]. 163 [162]. 164
[690, 163, 196]. 165 [185]. 166 [186]. 167
[217]. 175 [218]. 176 [360, 530, 219]. 177
[310, 235]. 178 [236, 740]. 179 [237]. 180
[238]. 181 [239, 311, 529]. 182 [240]. 183


244 [710]. 245 [737]. 246 [738]. 247 [739].


2nd [181, 154, 520, 624, 180, 455, 287, 109, 131, 682].

3 [706]. 32 [7, 741, 484]. 3rd [522, 61].

4 [1, 8].

5 [437, 2, 8]. 5th [354].


7 [6, 267, 4]. 73 [9, 192]. 75 [269]. 76 [769, 436, 27, 31, 542, 10].

99 [12, 138].


13

Rohlf [682]. Role [699]. Rosander [59].
Runs-Up [133]. Runyon [157].

S [654, 54, 183, 602, 405, 402, 352, 109, 131].
Samples [397, 393, 238, 323, 275, 252, 628, 556, 168].
Scale [188, 476, 178]. Scaling [671].
Scatter [418, 270, 189]. Scheduling [289].
Sciences [626, 758, 329, 110, 128]. score [392]. Scores [387, 100]. Scoring [691, 616].
Screening [548, 646, 187, 260]. Sea [104].
Sensitive [81]. Separating [319].
Shenton [727]. Shewhat [392].
Subject [604, 690, 163, 196]. Subjects [671].
Subset [513, 544, 634, 386]. Subtables [376]. success [118]. suddenly [669].
Sums [119]. Surface [70]. Surfaces [679].
Survival [611, 303, 676, 193, 373, 592, 471, 20, 381, 372, 555, 74, 534, 539, 748, 102].
Swamurthy [330]. Sweep [236, 740].
Telecommunications [760]. temperature [172]. Temporal [615]. Tennis [691, 616].
Testing [495, 336, 647, 395, 323, 641, 72, 46, 300].
Tests [75, 350, 396, 92, 251, 765, 168, 614, 133, 252, 427, 767, 206, 37, 217, 672, 227, 675, 673, 745].
time-dependent [534, 539]. Times [204, 146]. Tolerance [260, 587]. Tolerance-Distribution-Free [587].
Transformations [230, 337, 13, 138, 78, 107, 231].
Two-Dimensional [280]. Two-Factor [73]. two-parameter [101]. Two-Period [167].
Two-Step [207]. Two-Way [17, 504, 376, 139]. Type [501]. Types [471].

V [477, 155, 129, 730]. validation [152, 172].
Values [613, 123, 117, 124]. Variable [607, 713, 752, 318, 646, 254, 144, 76].
Variables [414, 112, 770, 412, 416, 417, 551, 25, 79, 668, 320, 14, 517, 120, 170, 147, 175].
Variance [595, 738, 214, 549, 550, 579, 171, 121].
Variances [398]. Variate [91, 107, 36, 202].
Variates [399, 543, 565, 226]. Variation [514, 347, 549, 672, 229].
Version [762, 663, 706, 632, 707, 735].
Veterinary [83]. via [9, 192, 746, 43]. Vijay [706].
Vries [683]. vs [548].
Wayne [81]. Weather [759]. Weekes [353].
Weibull [74, 598]. Weight [514, 672].
Weighted [269, 543, 696]. weighting [175].
William [181, 474, 454, 602, 653].
Wurster [631].
Y. [524]. Yates [734]. Youth [650].
Zemroch [129]. Zero [543]. Ziembra [454].
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